Mentor Teacher Training Task # 4  

- View the video presentation by Dr. Ken Weaver by clicking on the link. Once the webpage opens, click on “Watch a webcast about the Conceptual Framework” under the heading “Conceptual Framework” for Dr. Weaver’s presentation.


- Complete the assessment below.

Assessment

1. Review the Knowledge criteria for The Teachers College Conceptual Framework (page 4 of the PDS Procedures Book). Think about your own knowledge as a practicing teacher. What two knowledge criteria are particular areas of strength for you? Please give at least two examples from your professional practice for each of the criteria you identify. (8 points)

2. Review the Skills identified in The Teachers College Conceptual Framework (pages 4 and 5 of the PDS Procedures Book). Think about your own skills as a practicing teacher. What two skills are particular areas of strength for you? Please give at least two examples from your professional practice for each of the criteria you identify. (8 points)

3. Review the list of Dispositions for Teachers College candidates (page 5 and 6 of the PDS Procedures Book). Think about your own dispositions as a practicing teacher. Which disposition is a particular area of strength for you? Please give two examples from your professional practice for the disposition area you identify. (4 points)